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Abstract. The problem of extractive text summarization 
for a collection of documents is defined as selecting a 
small subset of sentences so the contents and meaning 
of the original document set are preserved in the best 
possible way. In this paper we present a new model 
for the problem of extractive summarization, where we 
strive to obtain a summary that preserves the information 
coverage as much as possible, when compared to the 
original document set. We construct a new tensor-based 
representation that describes the given document set 
in terms of its topics. We then rank topics via Tensor 
Decomposition, and compile a summary from the sen
tences of the highest ranked topics.

Keywords. Tensor decomposition, multilingual multi- 
focument summarization.

1 Introduction

Automated text summarization is an active field of 
research in various communities such as Informa
tion Retrieval (IR), Natural Language Processing 
(NLP), and Text Mining (TM). Summarization is 
important for IR because it helps to access large 
repositories of textual data efficiently by identifying 
the essence of a document and indexing a reposi
tory. Taxonomically, we distinguish between single
document summarization, where a summary of a 
single document is generated, and multi-document 
summarization, where a summary of a cluster of 
related documents is generated. Also, we dis
tinguish between an automatically generated ex
tract—where the most salient fragments of the in
put documents (sentences, paragraphs, and so on)

and an abstract— re-formulated synopsis express
ing the main idea of the input documents. Be
cause generating abstracts requires a deep linguis
tic analysis of the input documents, most existing 
summarizers work in extractive manner [22].

In this paper we deal with the problem of multi
document extractive summarization. In our ap
proach, we strive to cover as many aspects (ex
pressed by topics) of the summarized documents 
as possible. We generate topics by clustering 
similar sentences semantically, ranking those top
ics via Tensor Decomposition, and, finally, com
piling a summary from representative sentences 
of the most ranked topics. Because the method 
includes only very basic linguistic analysis (see 
Section 3.2), which is optional, it can be applied 
to cross-lingual/multilingual summarization.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
depicts related work, Section 3 introduces problem 
setting and its solution, including a tensor rep
resentation model, a method for ranking topics, 
and the method used to compile the summary. 
Section 4 describes the experimental setup and 
results. The final section contains our future work 
and conclusions.

2 Related Work

Numerous techniques for automated summariza
tion have been introduced in recent decades, try
ing to reduce the constant information overload of 
professionals in a variety of fields. Special atten
tion has been focused on the problem of creating 
summaries from multiple sources in multiple lan
guages [26]. This has partly been due to the rapid
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growth of the amount of textual information in differ
ent languages freely accessible online. Systems 
that are able to summarize an enormous num
ber of documents in the multilingual environment 
are usually based on mathematical or statistical 
models [12], similarity-based ranking [5], and other 
approaches that do not depend on a deep linguistic 
analysis and are able to represent high data vol
umes as a compact mathematical model.

Some authors reduce summarization to the max
imum coverage problem [28]. This approach ex
tracts sentences to a summary to cover as much 
information as possible, where information can be 
measured by text units such as terms or n-grams. 
Despite great performance [28] in the summa
rization field, the maximum coverage problem is 
known as NP-hard [18]. Some works attempt 
to find a near-optimum solution through a greedy 
approach [6, 28], while others try to find a more 
accurate approximated solution by a Integer Linear 
Programming [33,10, 21], generating and process
ing an exponential number of constraints.

Trying to solve a trade-off between summary 
quality, ability to process a multilingual content, 
and time complexity, we propose a novel sum
marization model that solves the approximated 
maximum coverage problem while attempting to 
cover the most important topics of a document set 
that are being ranked using a Tensor Decomposi
tion technique. We use tensor as a joint repre
sentation model for three components of a docu
ment set—terms, topics, and documents— merging 
these components together by associations be
tween them.

Tensor representation gives an N-way connec
tion between its N  dimensions. Tensor factoriza
tion analyzes N  factors simultaneously, without the 
need to decide the rank of which data type pre
cedes, like other approaches demand. As a result, 
we get ranking for topics, terms and documents 
after single computation performed in polynomial 
time. Existing internal dependencies between all 
three dimensions are naturally considered.

Tensor decomposition has already been used in 
many applicable areas [19], including summariza
tion. For example, in [13], the authors attempted to 
solve the problem of comments-oriented document

summarization. They focused on extracting docu
ment sentences scored to bias keywords derived 
from comments, while the comments, themselves, 
were ranked by a tensor decomposition. In this 
work, the authors decided that the rank of com
ments took precedence.

In [23] the authors summarized a document set 
by an extended TTI (Tensor Term Importance) 
model, where a term-sentence-document tensor 
was decomposed to highlight the important terms 
in each document. Then, important sentences 
were identified as a function of contained terms. In 
that study, the authors decided that rank of terms 
took precedence over rank of sentences. More
over, because similar sentences often occurred in 
related documents of a summarized set, the au
thors avoided extracting redundant sentences after 
their ranking.

In our approach, we consider similar content 
before representation building and reduce the di
mensionality of the tensor by using topics (clusters 
of sentences) instead of sentences as one of the 
dimensions.

Various works used sentence clustering for gen
erating topics at some stage of a summarization 
pipeline [6], but none used topics as a dimension in 
a tensor representation of a document set. Another 
innovation of our approach is simultaneous ranking 
of multiple data types, undertaken without deciding 
which data type takes precedence.

In general, rank-preserving tensor decomposi
tion is NP-hard. HOSVD (Tucker) decomposition 
is an approximation of rank-preserving decomposi
tion, and as such has polynomial running time. Ba
sic implementation of HOSVD includes computing 
several SVD matrix decompositions, each with an 
overall cost of O(m n2), where m and n are matrix 
dimensions (see [29]).

Various algorithms that improve the initially 
costly HOSVD algorithm exist. See [1] for a com
prehensive review and efficient algorithms for 3rd- 
order tensors.

We measure information coverage by diversity 
of related topics and use the tensor decomposi
tion technique for ranking the sentence clusters (or 
topics). A summary from sentences of top ranked 
topics is compiled in a greedy manner.
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3 Our Method

3.1 Problem Setting

Extractive summarization aims at ranking text units 
and extracting those ranked highest into a sum
mary. Multi-document summarization deals with a 
set of topic-related documents, where one sum
mary per each set is created. In this work we 
introduce a method for extractive multi-document 
summarization, where the most informative sen
tences are extracted into a summary. Formally 
speaking, given a set of n  topic-related documents 
D i , 0 < i <  n, where each document D i is com
posed of sentences Si ,j , 1 < j  <  ki , and each sen
tence contains 1 < Ti ,j ,k < pi ,j  meaningful words 
(or terms), we need to find a subset Si l , j l , •••, Sik ,3k 
of sentences such that

1. these sentences cover the most important top
ics in the given document set;

2. there are at most N  terms in the chosen sen
tences;

3. redundant information within the subset of se
lected sentences is minimized.

3.2 Overview

Our approach consists of the following steps:

1. Preprocessing . We perform the standard text 
preprocessing including sentence splitting, to- 
kenization, stop-words removal, and stem
ming. Stop-words removal and stemming re
duce tensor dimensionality, and are optional.

2. Topics generation . We cluster sentences so 
that semantically similar sentences that ad
dress a single topic are grouped together, and 
each cluster represents some topic.

3. Representation build ing . Given topics, we 
build a three-dimensional tensor representing 
terms, topics, and documents, as a single unit.

4. Topics ranking . Given a tensor, we use its 
decomposition results as rankings for terms, 
topics, and documents.

5. Summary com piling . Given a ranking of the 
topics, we compile the summary from sen
tences covering the most highly ranked topics.

Below, we describe stages two through five in de
tail. Because many previously published works al
ready used clustering sentences and selecting rep
resentative sentences from the clusters for compil
ing a summary, the focus of our paper is on ranking 
topics via Tensor Decomposition.

3.3 Topics Generation

In order to (1) reduce the dimensionality of the 
tensor representation and (2) avoid redundant in
formation in the extracted sentences, we perform 
clustering on all sentences of a document set. Be
cause all semantically similar sentences compile 
one cluster, we consider it to be a topic. As it 
usually happens, one document set consists of 
several related topics.

Sentences are represented by real vectors of tf- 
is f weights (because each sentence is considered 
a document, tf-idf weight is naturally transformed 
to term frequency - inverse sentence frequency). 
Formally, for each sentence we construct a real 
vector V, where v[i] stands for the tf-isf of its i th 
term Ti .

We use the Suffix Tree Clustering (STC) [34] 
and the Lingo [24] algorithms for clustering sen
tences. Different algorithms were applied on differ
ent languages, as explained in Section 4.3. Both 
algorithms get a set of sentences as an input and 
produce overlapping clusters.

The STC algorithm is an incremental and linear
time (in the size of document set) clustering and 
labeling algorithm that uses string matching on 
the suffix tree structure for finding shared common 
phrases of documents. STC produces overlapping 
non-exhaustive clusters in linear time and with high 
precision. The STC is highly efficient.

The Lingo algorithm first extracts frequent 
phrases from the input documents as topic descrip
tions. Next, by performing reduction of the original 
term-document matrix using SVD, this algorithm 
discovers any existing latent structure of diverse 
topics in the documents, and finally, it matches 
group descriptions with the extracted topics and 
assigns relevant documents to them.
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Fig. 1. 3-rd order tensor representing document set.
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Fig. 2. Tensor Decomposition.

3.4 Text Representation Model

An ~,th order tensor is defined as a multi
dimensional array with n  dimensions. Given a set 
of topic-related documents, we can build a 3rd- 
order tensor T . The first dimension of the tensor 
represents terms T1,..., Tm , the second dimension 
represents clusters of sentences C1, C k , and the 
third dimension represents documents D 1,.. . ,D n 
in the set. The constructed tensor therefore cap
tures all the information contained in a set of doc
uments at the term level -  each element of our 
tensor t i j k  represents that specific information 
carried by the i th term in the j th cluster and the 
k th document. Using tf-idf weight as an information 
measure, tensor entries t i j k  can be defined by the 
following formula:

j   f  t f - id f i ,k , T i & C j  and T i & D k
l j  ,k ' 0, otherwise.

Figure 1 illustrates the notion of document-topic- 
term tensor.

3.5 Topic Ranking

Based on the resulted tensor, we can measure the 
importance of sentence clusters or topics through 
tensor decomposition. Let T  be an n th-order ten
sor over a field, whose elements are denoted by 
t i l i 2 ...in . If n _  1, T  is a vector and if n _  2 T , is an 
ordinary matrix. T  is said to have rank one if it can 
be represented as an (outer) product of n  vectors 
v 1, vn , that is, each tensor element t i l i 2 . . .in is a 
product of the coordinates of its respective vectors, 
as follows:

t  • • • — v1 v2 vnt ili2...in _  Ui! vi2 ••• vin (1)

Notation is T  _  v 1 o v2 o . . .  o vn . The ra n k (T ) of a 
tensor is the smallest number of rank one tensors 
that generate T  as their sum, that is, a collection of 
ra n k (T ) n-tuples of vectors v i j  such that

T _
r a n k (T )

E ’
i=1

v v (2)

Such a decomposition of a tensor into rank one 
tensors is hard to compute because the problem of 
finding the rank of a tensor is NP-hard [9]. There
fore, finding an exact tensor decomposition is a 
hard problem and an approximation algorithm must 
be used.

We use the HOSVD (High Order Singular Value 
Decomposition) technique that leads to orthogonal 
singular vectors in each dimension, assuming that 
latent factors are independent of each other. This 
decomposition is also called Tucker decomposition 
(introduced in [30] and later extended in [8] and 
[31]). Here, a tensor is approximated by a product 
of a smaller core tensor and rank one tensors. 
Namely,

T  t t C x  A 1 x A 2 . . .  x A n (3)

where C is the core tensor of a smaller order and 
A 1, . . . ,  A n  are the factor matrices (in most cases 
orthogonal) that describe rank one tensors.

In our case, tensor T  that lies in R 1 XJ xK  has or
der 3; numbers I , J , and K  denote its dimensions. 
We can therefore decompose T  into a product

^ ^ C x ^ x ^ x C
P  Q R

EEEc
p =1  q=1 r= 1

-pqr a p o  bq o  c r (4 )

T

o
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where C is the core tensor and A, B , C  are factor 
matrices. Factor matrices A  e R P, B  e RQ, 
and C e R r  can be thought of as the principal 
components in each mode. The entries cprq of the 
core tensor C show the level of interaction between 
the different components.

Elementwise, the Tucker decomposition in (4) is

P Q R

E  E E
p = 1 q = 1 r= 1

pbjq ckr (5)

Here P , Q and R are the number of components 
(i.e., columns) in the factor matrices A , B , and C , 
respectively. If P , Q, R are smaller than I , J , K , the 
core tensor C can be thought of as a compressed 
version of the tensor T . In some cases, the storage 
for the decomposed version of the tensor can be 
significantly smaller than for the original tensor.

Because we are interested in documents, sen
tence clusters, and terms that in combination rep
resent the most of the data contained in the original 
document set, such a selection is suspected to 
contribute the most to tensor ranking. The decom
position in question should imply importance rank
ing of documents, sentence clusters, and terms. 
We strive to obtain both ranking and compres
sion of initial document(s) simultaneously using the 
means that Tucker decomposition provides. There
fore, we seek a core tensor C and vectors V1, V2, V3 
so that

T  «  C x V1 x V2 x V3 (6)

where vectors Vi reflect the ranking of the entities 
from the corresponding dimension. In our setting, 
V1 contains the salience scores for documents, V2 
contains the importance scores for terms, and V3 
contains the same information regarding topics in 
a set. Figure 2 shows the result of such decompo
sition.

3.6 Summary Compiling

Given the ranking of topics in topic vector V3 , we 
can compose a summary for a document set by 
extracting centroid sentences from clusters, start
ing from the higher ranked to those with a lower 
rank, until we reach the maximal summary length. 
We define the centroid sentence as the sentence 
with the minimal average distance to all cluster

sentences. In our setting, we use cosine similarity 
as a distance between sentences.

If after going over all clusters the summary does 
not reach the maximal length, we repeat the same 
process extracting a next sentence with a minimal 
average distance from each cluster in a greedy 
manner, until we get a summary of a necessary 
length.

The selected sentences are organized first in the 
chronological order of their documents, and sec
ond, in order of their appearance in a document, 
according to [3].

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

Our experiments aim to test the behavior of our ap
proach on multiple languages, and to compare the 
performance of our approach to the baseline and 
to other multi-document multilingual summarizers 
in a multilingual domain.

The detailed descriptions of other summarizers 
used in our comparisons can be found in the pro
ceedings of Text Understanding Conference (TAC) 
2011.

These systems participated in the TAC MultiLing 
2011 pilot [7] and were shown to be compara
ble to the global topline and the global baseline 
systems. The global topline sys tem -ID  10-uses 
human model summaries (thus cheating). The 
global baseline system -ID 9-uses  a bag-of-words 
approach to represent the documents of a topic in 
vector space.

The system uses the text that is most similar to 
the centroid (based on the cosine similarity) of the 
document set in the summary.

We used the method of ranking topics by their 
average tf-idf coverage as another baseline ap
proach. Formally, the rank of Cj standing for j th 
topic, was calculated as an average of tensor en
tries t iijjk e Cj , as follows:

k bi,j,k
|ti,j,k  e  C j  1
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Table 1. Evaluation results: English corpus

system rouge-1 system rouge-2 system rouge-SU4
ID10 0.525 ID10 0.252 ID10 0.273
ID2 0.465 ID3 0.174 ID2 0.202

TeDeS 0.445 ID2 0.171 ID3 0.200
ID4 0.444 TeDeS 0.155 TeDeS 0.192
ID3 0.432 ID4 0.152 ID4 0.191

Base 0.428 Base 0.135 Base 0.176
ID5 0.411 ID5 0.136 ID5 0.175
ID1 0.406 ID1 0.122 ID1 0.160
ID7 0.396 ID8 0.121 ID8 0.157
ID8 0.387 ID9 0.110 ID9 0.148
ID9 0.381 ID6 0.107 ID6 0.146
ID6 0.355 ID7 0.097 ID7 0.145

4.2 Experimental Data

We performed experiments on a MultiLing [7] 
dataset using English, Hebrew, and Arabic lan
guages. The MultiLing corpus consists of 10 
document sets, with 10 documents each set, in 
seven languages. Original news articles in En
glish were taken from WikiNews1, organized into 10 
sets, manually translated to Arabic, Czech, French, 
Greek, Hebrew, and Hindi, and then summarized.

4.3 External Tools

For sentence clustering we adapted the STC and 
the Lingo3G algorithms from the Carrot2 tool [32]. 
The STC algorithm was applied on English docu
ments, and the Lingo3G algorithm was applied on 
the Hebrew and Arabic languages. We used differ
ent clustering methods for different languages be
cause the best performing algorithm (STC) works 
for English texts only.

For stemming, the Porter stemmer [16, 25], the 
morphological analyzer [15, 14] and the Arabic 
stemmer [17] were used in the English, Hebrew, 
and Arabic corpora, respectively.

The Matlab Tensor Toolbox [2] toolkit was utilized 
for performing mathematical operations on tensors, 
including decomposition.

1http://en.wikinews.org/wiki/

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

For the quality assessment, we measured Rouge- 
1,2, and SU4 (recall-based) scores [20] and com
pared the results of our method with other systems 
participating in the MultiLing pilot.

4.5 Experimental Results

The results of our experiments are shown in Ta
bles 1,3, and 2. Our method is denoted as TeDeS 
(Tensor Decomposition-based Summarizer). Our 
baseline method, which did not participate in the 
MultiLing pilot, is denoted by Base. In Tables 1,3, 
and 2, below, we highlighted by grey all systems 
with performance that is statistically indistinguish
able from that of TeDeS, according to the paired 
t-test with 95% confidence interval. As can be seen 
from Table 1, in the English dataset our method 
outperforms 8 out of 10 other methods in terms 
of Rouge-1, and 7 systems in terms of Rouge-2 
and Rouge-SU4. Also, our method significantly 
outperforms our baseline method in all metrics. 
Tw o-ID 2 and ID3-system s, except a topline, out
performed our summarizer in terms of Rouge-2 and 
Rouge-SU4, and only ID 2  in terms of Rouge-1. 
Performances of TeDeS and ID 4  are statistically 
indistinguishable.

In Arabic, our method outperforms 7, 5, and 6 out 
of 9 systems in terms of Rouge-1, Rouge-2, and 
Rouge-SU4, respectively. The difference in perfor
mance of TeDeS and our baseline is considered
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Table 2. Evaluation results: Arabic corpus

system rouge-1 system rouge-2 system rouge-SU4
ID10 0.788 ID10 0.570 ID10 0.629
Base 0.748 ID4 0.501 ID4 0.567
ID4 0.745 ID2 0.491 Base 0.558

TeDeS 0.744 ID3 0.483 ID2 0.552
ID2 0.737 Base 0.483 TeDeS 0.550
ID1 0.725 TeDeS 0.478 ID3 0.540
ID8 0.725 ID8 0.460 ID8 0.536
ID7 0.721 ID1 0.447 ID1 0.526
ID9 0.704 ID7 0.442 ID7 0.523
ID3 0.700 ID9 0.440 ID9 0.514
ID6 0.657 ID6 0.433 ID6 0.493

not significant. Also, ID 4 , I D 3, and I D 2 perform 
in a manner that is similar to TeDeS in terms of one 
of Rouge metrics. The results are shown in Table 2.

In Hebrew (Table 3) our method does not per
form well, outperforming only 4, 3, and 2 out of 
72 systems in terms of Rouge-1, Rouge-2, and 
Rouge-SU4, respectively. Generally, experimental 
results derived from the Hebrew domain are quite 
different from those obtained on the other two lan
guages, and were observed to be inconsistent. We 
attribute this phenomenon principally to linguistic 
and translation differences, rather than to a defect 
in the TeDeS method.3

Generally, three system s-ID2, ID 3 , and ID 4 -  
outperformed TeDeS in many cases. Below, we 
briefly describe those systems.

CLASSY-ID2-summ arizer [4] uses a Naive 
Bayes model for term scoring. It scores sentences 
by the normalized number of “summary content 
terms”. A non-redundant subset of high scoring 
sentences is chosen, using non-negative matrix 
factorization. In order to achieve the desired sum
mary length, it uses a branch and bound algorithm 
to approximately solve a knapsack problem.

JR C -ID 3 -is  an LSA-based summarizer [27] 
that includes temporal analysis for improving sen
tence ordering, detection of update information,

2Not all systems performed their evaluations on all seven 
languages. Only 7 systems were evaluated on the Hebrew  
corpus, and 9 systems were evaluated on the Arabic corpus.

3In particular, the Hebrew corpus was produced by volun
teers that are not professional translators or linguists.

and dealing with the WHEN aspect. This summa- 
rizer also compresses and reconstructs sentences.

L IF -ID 4-system  [11] modifies a system based 
on the Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) algo
rithm in order to remove or minimize dependen
cies on language during sentence segmentation, 
word segmentation, and stop-words removal. In 
particular, sentence segmentation is replaced by a 
crude heuristic, words are replaced by character 
n-grams, and as such, there is no need to rely on a 
formal stop-words list.

5 Conclusions and Perspectives

In this paper we introduced a novel method for 
multi-document, multilingual summarization based 
on a Tensor Decomposition technique. Our method 
represents a set of related documents as a 3rd- 
order tensor with dimensions standing for terms, 
documents, and topics. The rank of topics is then 
retrieved by a Tensor Decomposition, and a sum
mary is compiled in attempt to cover the most im
portant topics. This is accomplished by extracting 
the most representative sentences from the most 
highly ranked topics, using a greedy approach. 
The proposed method is unsupervised and can be 
easily applied to multiple languages.

The experiments show that our method has a 
good performance on English and Arabic. In He
brew, our method outperforms 3 out of 7 systems.
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Table 3. Evaluation results: Hebrew corpus

system rouge-1 system rouge-2 system rouge-SU4
ID10 0.565 ID10 0.173 ID10 0.292
ID4 0.502 ID3 0.123 ID4 0.199
ID2 0.371 ID7 0.110 ID2 0.162

TeDeS 0.356 ID2 0.093 ID3 0.158
Base 0.345 Base 0.078 ID9 0.156
ID3 0.338 TeDeS 0.072 TeDeS 0.131
ID9 0.331 ID9 0.070 ID7 0.124
ID7 0.296 ID4 0.063 Base 0.094
ID1 0.250 ID1 0.053 ID1 0.090

In addition, because HOSVD (Tucker) decomposi
tion has polynomial running time, the introduced 
method is efficient.

In the future, we plan to evaluate our method 
by testing it with more languages. We expect to 
extend our model to other IR domains, where si
multaneous ranking of multiple data types is useful. 
We anticipate being able to optimize the current 
model by further dimensionality reduction, where 
the terms dimension can be replaced by “topic” 
words, using Topic Modeling.
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